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Cosmic Neutrino Background
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Dicke, Peebles*, Roll, Wilkinson (1965)

1 sec nn = 112/cm3
Number density:

Tn ~ 1.95K
Temperature:

neutron/proton ratio
@start of nucleosynthesis

Time of decoupling:
tn ~ 1 second

Non-linear distortions 
Villaescusa-Navarro et al (2013)

Velocity distribution:
<vn> ~ Tn /mn

Radiation ~1/a4

Matter 
~1/a3

Part I

Introduction

“I’m astounded by people who want to ‘know’ the Universe

when it’s hard enough to find your way around Chinatown”

Woody Allen

Figure 1: Fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). What produced them?

1 The Microscopic Origin of Structure

1.1 TASI 2009: The Physics of the Large and the Small

The fluctuations in the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) (see Fig. 1) tell

an amazing story. Measured now almost routinely by experiments like the Wilkinson Microwave

Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), the temperature variations of the microwave sky bear testimony of

minute fluctuations in the density of the primordial universe. These fluctuations grew via gravita-

tional instability into the large-scale structures (LSS) that we observe in the universe today. The

success in relating observations of the thermal afterglow of the Big Bang to the formation of struc-

tures billions of years later motivates us to ask an even bolder question: what is the fundamental

microphysical origin of the CMB fluctuations? An answer to this question would provide us with

nothing less than a fundamental understanding of the physical origin of all structure in the universe.

In these lectures, I will describe the currently leading working hypothesis that a period of cosmic

inflation was integral part of this picture for the formation and evolution of structure. Inflation [1–3],

9 *
Cosmology's Century (2020)

~50% of the Total Energy Density
of the Universe

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691196022/cosmologys-century
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The INRIM activity during last months has been devoted to the improvement of the experimental 
setup. It has been added a magnetic shield connected to the 3K stage of the ADR refrigerator. This is 
fundamental to guarantee the proper function of the dc-SQUID amplifier, that is very sensitive to 
stray magnetic field, included the earth field. Preliminary tests shown the effectiveness of the shield. 
A new PCB for the dc-SQUID mounting has been designed and a new SQUID-holder and connection 
with the detector holder is under development. 
At INFN-GE the development of TESs based on Ir is underway. A device with a critical temperature of 
110 mK has been fabricated and a photon counting experiment with a light source of 439 nm (2.824 
eV) shown the capability to count single photon with a standard deviation of 0.37 eV and a pulse 
decay time of 8.3 µs. To reduce the energy resolution toward the 0.05 eV needed from PTOLEMY 
experiment a reduction of the thickness of the Ir film and of its critical temperature will be 
investigated. 
At the INFN-MIB unit a new read out line for TESs is currently in development in collaboration with 
the Princeton and with the StarCryo CryoElectronics groups. This read out is based on low noise dc-
SQUID and will be used to characterize the TESs developed by the INRiM and the INFN-GE Units. The 
group is also designing the needed modifications to the cryogenics system in order to host the 
radiation sources (LED or e-gun) used to test the TESs at very low energies. PTOLEMY will employ 
many TESs, arranged in arrays, to cover a larger area. In order to limit the number of readout SQUID 
channels, the INFN-MIB unit is studying a microwave multiplexing read out starting from the 
experience gained within the HOLMES experiment. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4  (a) Drawing of the inner part of the ADR cryostat with the mounted magnetic shield on the upper part; (b) the 
bucket of the magnetic shield; (c) the new PCB for the connection with a two channels dc-SQUID chip; (d) detail of the 
bonding on the chip. 
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Histogram of a photon counting experiment with a light source at 439 nm (2.824 eV) obtained with an Ir TES with a 
transition temperature of 110 mK. The standard deviation of the first peak, corresponding to the detection of one photon, 
is 0.37 eV. The photon number resolving capability is demonstrate by the presence in the histogram of 3 separated peaks. 
In the inset a picture of the device is shown. 
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Areas of Technology/Expands Neutrino Experiment-Base

Material Science/Quantum Devices:
- Development of Target and related nano-fabrication projects (G-FET, CNT)

RF Sensing, Triggering and Readout:
- Single-Electron RF Momentum Measurements, Horns and equiv-5G Processing

Novel Transverse Drift Filter Design:
- Most compact, high precision EM spectrometer
- Fast HV dynamical setting
- New method for e-Gun calibration source (filter run in reverse)

Magnet Design with Integrated Vacuum Cryostat:
- Compact design using custom iron poleface/return yoke

TES micro-calorimeter measurements on low energy electrons:
- Highest resolution IR photon detector recently redesigned for electrons



Neutrino Flux on the Sky
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Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)

T ~ 2.725 K
sT ~√(8000(µK)2 ~100 µK

fluctuations < 0.01%

Cosmic Neutrino Background (CNB)

T ~ 1.95 K
sT ~√(1010 (µK)2 ~105 µK

fluctuations > 1-10%



Multi-Messenger
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Line-of-Sight

Line-of-Sight

m=0.001eV

m=0.01eV

m=0.1eV
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Tritium β-decay
(12.3 yr half-life)

Neutrino capture on Tritium

Neutrino momentum



Detection Concept: Neutrino Capture
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asimmetrie    21  / 11.16  /  next

d.
L’idea di base dei “telescopi” a 
trizio è di rivelare indirettamente 
i neutrini del fondo cosmico 
facendoli interagire con nuclei di 
trizio (un isotopo dell’idrogeno). 
Nel processo di cattura di questi 
neutrini (a destra) i nuclei di trizio 
emettono elettroni che hanno 
un picco di energia (in viola nel 
grafico) spostato di 2mకc2, cioè 
di due volte l’energia di riposo 
dei neutrini, rispetto al valore 
massimo della distribuzione di 
energia (curva blu nel grafico) degli 
elettroni emessi nel decadimento 
beta del trizio (a sinistra). 

Se ciò fosse possibile anche per il caso del Cnb, potremmo 
verificare alcune delle proprietà che, predette teoricamente o 
misurate indirettamente, riteniamo di conoscere: dovremmo, 
per esempio, contare all’incirca 340 neutrini e antineutrini 
del fondo per centimetro cubo (un numero enorme rispetto, 
ad esempio, ai neutrini che provengono dal Sole!), distribuiti 
in maniera “democratica” nelle tre specie note, e di velocità 
molto minore della velocità della luce, per almeno due delle 
tre specie. Il problema di una misura diretta del Cnb sta nel 
fatto che a differenza dei fotoni, che interagiscono con la 
materia (di cui sono fatti gli strumenti di misura) attraverso 
le interazioni elettromagnetiche, i neutrini interagiscono 
esclusivamente attraverso le ben più flebili interazioni deboli, 
il che rende la loro rivelazione estremamente difficile. Da 
decenni, si propongono metodi e si avanzano idee su come 
costruire un telescopio per il Cnb. Quasi tutte, purtroppo, 
sembrano di difficile, se non impossibile, realizzazione 
in un futuro prossimo, con forse un’unica eccezione: un 
telescopio a trizio. Sulla base di una vecchia idea di Steven 
Weinberg, che scrivendo nei primi anni ’60 pensava però 
che l’effetto fosse misurabile per una proprietà dei neutrini 
legata al celeberrimo “principio di esclusione di Pauli” (vd. 
in Asimmetrie n. 14 p. 33, ndr) e non alla loro massa, 
l’esperimento Ptolemy al Plasma Physics Laboratory di 
Princeton si propone di rivelare i neutrini (e gli antineutrini) 
primordiali osservando la traccia che lasciano quando 

interagiscono con nuclei di trizio: catturando un neutrino, 
un nucleo di trizio emette un elettrone di energia cinetica 
superiore a quella massima degli elettroni prodotti nel 
normale decadimento beta del trizio (vd. fig. d). Si stima 
che un bersaglio di 100 grammi di trizio possa produrre 
circa 10 eventi all’anno di cattura di neutrini primordiali. La 
sfida sperimentale è notevole, perché si tratta di costruire 
un rivelatore con una risoluzione in energia inferiore all’eV, 
ma un prototipo in scala è già in funzione e capiremo presto 
se siamo sulla buona strada per osservare i più antichi 
messaggeri dell’universo.

Biografia
Gianpiero Mangano è un ricercatore dell’Infn della sezione di Napoli. 
Si occupa di cosmologia, fisica del neutrino e gravità quantistica. 
È autore di oltre 120 articoli scientifici e di una monografia, “Neutrino 
Cosmology” pubblicata dalla Cambridge University Press.

Link sul web

http://ithaca.unisalento.it/nr-7_2016/index.html
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• Basic concepts for relic neutrino detection were laid out in a paper by 
Steven Weinberg in 1962 [Phys. Rev. 128:3, 1457] applied for the first 
time to massive neutrinos in 2007 by Cocco, Mangano, Messina [DOI: 
10.1088/1475-7516/2007/06/015]

Gap (2m) constrained to 

m < ~200meV
from Cosmology

What do we know?
Electron flavor expected with 

m > ~50meV
from neutrino oscillations

Next

https://doi.org/10.1088/1475-7516/2007/06/015
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• Recent publications on hydrogenation of Graphene:
• Three-dimensional microporous graphene
• High hydrogen coverage on graphene via low 

temperature plasma (36% mono, 45% tri-layer)
• New theory calculations on final-state interactions

• NanoUV and CNT Dark Matter grants/developments
• Graphene FET sensor development
• New ideas for a precision 83Rb/83mKr Source



Tritium Target
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One of most severe challenges of probing ~50meV neutrino masses 
with nuclear processes is to control the initial-to-final state 
transitions of the target nuclei – tritium

Hierarchy of Quantum-limited Zero-Point Motion

T-T molecule (4.7eV covalent bond) computed DE ~ 340meV
- ro-vibrational states w/ ~56.5% from (He3-T)* (TRIMS)
- KATRIN cold gas windowless source

T-Graphene Monolayer (0.7-1.0eV covalent bond)  ~x√1.0/4.7
- vibrational and phonon excitations
- photon recoils with higher effective mass (Mossbauer)
- Tri-Layer / doped-Graphene (increased 2D diffusion)

T-Au(111) or Cu(111) mono-atomic surface cryogenic target
- diffusion barrier 0.15eV for 2D motion ~x√0.15/4.7 high pitch

T-dissociated in superfluid 4He (full 3D diffusion)
- Atomic T recombination ~0.5-6 months and circulated target
- (D. Lee) http://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.89.175301

3H 3H
3H
3H
3H

3H
3H

3H
3H

3H
3H3H

Ro-vibrational 
Levels

Next

http://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.89.175301
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• RF Simulations with CST
• Plans for LNGS with electron bouncing geometries
• RF signal analyzer at LNGS

• ZCU111 RFSoC Development for RF Tracking
• Recently started at MiB

• Project 8 collaboration on amplifiers/mixers



Electron Transport through RF antennas
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RF Antenna Region

ß Target
Calorimeter à

Dynamic EM Filter Region

Wonyong Chung



RF Sensing
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Right Left Right Left

Time Series (~26 GHz)

Power(~0.1 fW)

NextLuca Ficcadenti



LNGS Setup
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4 Low voltage channels 

Signal injection: ~13 GHz

Frequency multiplier

Calibrated 1 cm water
absorber

WR42 Waveguide from Princeton
Alfredo Cocco, George Korga,
Marcello Messina 



Conceptual Block Diagram
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• New Developments on EM Filter
• Interleaved parallel and transverse momentum reduction
• More accurate accounting for curvature drift

• Preliminary Study of Filter to Calorimeter w/ Einzel Lens
• Transition into a magnetically shielded vacuum region

• Filter demonstrator design soon to follow



Magnet and Vacuum chamber

• Standard 6” 
tube with 8” 
CF flanges as 
the vacuum 
chamber.

• The iron poles 
were trimmed 
by the vacuum 
chamber.

16

Andy Tan



Transverse Drift Filter
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E Field drops exponentially
Ex bounces electron in x
Ey drifts in z (BxxEy)
Ez counters grad-B y-drift   

Electric
Potential

Magnetic
Field

B Field drops exponentially
Bx cyclotron motion in y-z 
grad-B drifts in y (work)

Principle of Operation:
Kinetic Energy of electron drained 
by climbing a voltage potential with 
second-order transverse drift

Next
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Electric
Potential

Magnetic
Field
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Electric
Potential

Magnetic
Field

E Field drops exponentially
Ex bounces electron in x
Ey drifts in z (BxxEy)
Ez counters grad-B y-drift   

B Field drops exponentially
Bx cyclotron motion in y-z 
grad-B drifts in y (work)

Principle of Operation:
Kinetic Energy of electron drained 
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Transverse Drift Filter
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Electric
Potential

Magnetic
Field

E Field drops exponentially
Ex bounces electron in x
Ey drifts in z (BxxEy)
Ez counters grad-B y-drift   

B Field drops exponentially
Bx cyclotron motion in y-z 
grad-B drifts in y (work)

Principle of Operation:
Kinetic Energy of electron drained 
by climbing a voltage potential with 
second-order transverse drift



Parallel/Transverse Kinetic Energy 
à Electric Potential
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“Herringbone Technique”

B field

E field
(in plane) Red = 18,600 eV KE

Blue = ~ 100 eV KE

~ 
25

 c
m

Electron in EM filter

Central
Well

Side
Well

Side
Well
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The INRIM activity during last months has been devoted to the improvement of the experimental 
setup. It has been added a magnetic shield connected to the 3K stage of the ADR refrigerator. This is 
fundamental to guarantee the proper function of the dc-SQUID amplifier, that is very sensitive to 
stray magnetic field, included the earth field. Preliminary tests shown the effectiveness of the shield. 
A new PCB for the dc-SQUID mounting has been designed and a new SQUID-holder and connection 
with the detector holder is under development. 
At INFN-GE the development of TESs based on Ir is underway. A device with a critical temperature of 
110 mK has been fabricated and a photon counting experiment with a light source of 439 nm (2.824 
eV) shown the capability to count single photon with a standard deviation of 0.37 eV and a pulse 
decay time of 8.3 µs. To reduce the energy resolution toward the 0.05 eV needed from PTOLEMY 
experiment a reduction of the thickness of the Ir film and of its critical temperature will be 
investigated. 
At the INFN-MIB unit a new read out line for TESs is currently in development in collaboration with 
the Princeton and with the StarCryo CryoElectronics groups. This read out is based on low noise dc-
SQUID and will be used to characterize the TESs developed by the INRiM and the INFN-GE Units. The 
group is also designing the needed modifications to the cryogenics system in order to host the 
radiation sources (LED or e-gun) used to test the TESs at very low energies. PTOLEMY will employ 
many TESs, arranged in arrays, to cover a larger area. In order to limit the number of readout SQUID 
channels, the INFN-MIB unit is studying a microwave multiplexing read out starting from the 
experience gained within the HOLMES experiment. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4  (a) Drawing of the inner part of the ADR cryostat with the mounted magnetic shield on the upper part; (b) the 
bucket of the magnetic shield; (c) the new PCB for the connection with a two channels dc-SQUID chip; (d) detail of the 
bonding on the chip. 
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Histogram of a photon counting experiment with a light source at 439 nm (2.824 eV) obtained with an Ir TES with a 
transition temperature of 110 mK. The standard deviation of the first peak, corresponding to the detection of one photon, 
is 0.37 eV. The photon number resolving capability is demonstrate by the presence in the histogram of 3 separated peaks. 
In the inset a picture of the device is shown. 
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• TES Developments at INRiM/MiB/Genova/Roma
• Conf. Publication: TES Microcalorimeters for PTOLEMY
• ~0.05eV resolution for 10eV electrons (0.022eV for 1eV)

• New ADR setup and thin film TES optimized for electrons
• Device evaluation with IR photon counting

• New ideas/grant proposals on TES voltage/arrays
• Potential to fine tune dynamic range
• Studies on electron recoil/low energy losses

• Commissioning of LNGS OI MX400 Dilution Refrigerator

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10909-019-02271-x
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• New Design of HV System
• Layout and components available at LNGS
• Preliminary simulations show that the design 

specifications can be met with this system
• E-gun Developments at LNGS

• Helmholtz canceling coils tests and working
• MCP detectors for single electron detection

• New E-gun Design under development
• Running PTOLEMY filter “in reverse”

Karolina Rozwadowska
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PonTecorvo Observatory for Light, Early-universe, Massive-neutrino Yield
R&D effort hosted at the 

Gran Sasso National 
Laboratory

Experiments under a mountain

Dark matter, Relic neutrino’s and why I believe in the BB

We are here at the 
moment 

Exploring possible future sites that can host telescope operation
with a 10mg tritium target (expertise from TLK group)
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Papers in Progress (and many others in R&D):
• Experimental Design of the PTOLEMY Concept
• Low Field Optimization of PTOLEMY 

Electromagnetic Filter
• Multi-Messenger Astrophysics with the Cosmic 

Neutrino Background

The Simons Foundation:
https://www.simonsfoundation.org/grant/targeted-
grants-in-mps/?tab=awardees

European Funding (NWO – The Netherlands):
https://www.nwo.nl/en/researchprogrammes/toek
enningen-nwa-orc/awards-nwa-orc-2019

Neutrino Physics Program (CNB, Mass, 
Sterile,..):
Neutrino physics with the PTOLEMY 
project, M.G. Betti et al.,
JCAP 07 (2019) 047,
DOI: 10.1088/1475-7516/2019/07/047,
e-Print: arXiv:1902.05508

Transverse Filter Design:
A design for an electromagnetic filter for precision 
energy measurements at the tritium endpoint, 
M.G. Betti et al.,
Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys. 106 (2019) 120-131,
DOI: 10.1016/j.ppnp.2019.02.004, 
e-Print: arXiv:1810.06703

INFN Detector R&D at LNGS:
https://ptolemy.lngs.infn.it

https://www.simonsfoundation.org/grant/targeted-grants-in-mps/?tab=awardees
https://www.nwo.nl/en/researchprogrammes/toekenningen-nwa-orc/awards-nwa-orc-2019
https://doi.org/10.1088/1475-7516/2019/07/047
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.05508
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0146641019300080
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.06703
https://ptolemy.lngs.infn.it/
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PTOLEMY World-Wide Collaboration

Telescopio di neutrini cosmologici

Cosmic neutrino telescope

Telescopio de neutrinos cósmicos

םיימסוקםינירטינפוקסלט

Kosmische neutrinotelescoop

Kosmisk neutrinoteleskop

2015 Targeted Grant Award from the 
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Hydrogen doping on graphene 
reveals magnetism

Gonzalez-Herrero, H. et al. Atomic-scale control of graphene magnetism by using 
hydrogen atoms. Science (80). 352, 437–441 (2016).

Polarized Tritium Target

Point at the Sky with Tritium Nuclear Spin

nL

Lisanti, Safdi, CGT, 2014.
10.1103/PhysRevD.90.073006

Detection (capture) of cold neutrinos:
ds/dcosq (v/c) ~ (1+cosq)

Akhmedov, 2019.
10.1088/1475-7516/2019/09/031

http://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.90.073006
https://doi.org/10.1088/1475-7516/2019/09/031
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vor mixing on cosmic baselines, and searches for heavy dark matter.630

631

To reach these goals, work for a new generation of instruments is ongoing. In the PeV632

energy range, the KM3NeT and GVD detectors, under construction in the Mediterranean633

sea and in Lake Baikal respectively, target a similar size as the one from IceCube and will634

complement IceCube in terms of sky coverage [29, 72], and will provide for comparable635

numbers of astrophysical neutrinos. Construction of KM3NeT has started. The e↵ort is636

distributed over two sites, one on the French coast named KM3NeT-ORCA, focusing on637

lower energy neutrinos (10 GeV) and the other one called KM3NeT-ARCA focusing on the638

energy regime of IceCube. As of today, XY of alltogther XY strings have been deployed and639

are operational. Completion of KM3NeT is expected for XY. GVD has so far deployed 5 of640

8 clusters (each cluster consists of XY strings) and is on track to complete construction by641

XY. Other Northern sites are being explored utilizing the same detection concepts [?].642

A number of projects are being developed targeting the EHE range. These include the643

detection of neutrino interactions in the ice using their radio signature (ARIANA200, RNO-644

G), or the search for tau neutrinos which are just skimming the Earth, interacting near the645

surface, so that the tau lepton can escape the dense environment to decay in the atmosphere.646

Such upgoing air shower events can be observed using air cherenkov telescopes (cite) or using647

again their radio signature (cite). These project will have the sensitivity to probe a series of648

models.649

IceCube-Gen2, a proposed wide-band neutrino observatory (MeV – EeV) that employs650

two complementary detection technologies for neutrinos — optical and radio, will provide651

an order of magnitude improved event rates of astrophysical neutrinos in the PeV range652

and five times the sensitivity to point sources compared to IceCube and for the first time653

provide a comparative sensitivity in the EHE range [9]. Construction of its low-energy core654

has already started as part of the IceCube Upgrade project [145] that is a smaller realization655

of the PINGU concept [4]. The completion of the IceCube-Gen2 construction is foreseen for656

2032.657

2.6 Cosmological Neutrinos (C. Tully)658

2.6.1 Introduction659

At a red-shift of roughly 10 billion, nearly half of the total energy density of the Universe was660

in the form of neutrino kinetic energy, according to the Standard Cosmology Model. After661

decoupling from the thermal bath of the hot Big Bang at under 1 second, Big Bang neutrinos,662

also known as the Cosmic Neutrino Background (C⌫B) or relic neutrinos, have continued to663

influence the Hubble expansion and rates of large-scale structure formation during over 13.7664

billion years to the present day. Due to the finite mass splittings measured through flavor665

oscillations, an important transition from relativistic to non-relativistic energies is believed666

to have already transpired for at least two massive states of the neutrinos. As a result, the667

C⌫B is the largest known source of non-relativistic neutrinos.668

Despite the unequivocal importance of neutrinos in shaping the expansion of the Universe,669

there is no present-day evidence that the C⌫B neutrinos continue to pervade all of space with670

a predicted average number density of 336 particles per cubic centimeter, assuming three671
24

Figure 12: The current sky map of highly energetic neutrino events detected by IceCube. Shown
are upgoing track events [8, 139], the high-energy starting events (HESE) and cascades [5, 151, 150],
and additional track events published as public alerts [195]. The distribution of the events is largely
isotropic. The location of the first compelling neutrino source, blazar TXS 0506+056, is marked
with a star. Shown in the inset are the related Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) measurements
of the region centred on TXS 0506+056 from September 2017 [12]. The uncertainty ellipses of the
IceCube neutrino event IC-170922A are shown for reference.

flavors of light neutrinos and making no assumptions on whether the neutrino is distinct from672

the anti-neutrino. The experimental e↵ort on detecting the cosmic neutrino background is673

being advanced on two fronts. One is through a new generation of precision cosmology674

measurements to detect the sub-percent fraction of the critical energy density from massive675

neutrinos, and the second is through the development of direct detection methods based on676

neutrino capture on �-decaying nuclei.677

2.6.2 Direct Detection Experiments678

Several methods to detect relic neutrinos have been proposed. Most of them have estimated679

sensitivities many orders of magnitude too low to detect relic neutrinos. However, one of680

them – neutrino capture on �-decaying nuclei, looks conceivable with major improvements in681

the detection techniques. The idea was suggested by Weinberg [205] for massless neutrinos.682

Cocco et al. [98] have noticed that for massive neutrinos the energy of the electrons from the683

neutrino capture process exceeds the maximum energy in the �-decay by about two neutrino684

masses. Therefore, the separation of the neutrino capture process from the overwhelming685

background from usual �-decays would be feasible with an extremely good energy resolution686

of about 50 meV or even better. The PTOLEMY collaboration [89] performs active R&D [77]687

in order to demonstrate the feasibility of such a goal. The possibility to detect the neutrino688

capture on �-decaying nuclei using correlations between the neutrino direction and the spin689

of the �-decaying nucleus was discussed recently [158, 41].690
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PTOLEMY: Towards Direct Detection of the Cosmic Neutrino Background

Snowmass 2021 Letter of Intent

LOI Supporters and the PTOLEMY Collaboration

M.G. Betti10,11, M. Biasotti4, A. Boscá16, F. Calle16, J. Carabe-Lopez14, G. Cavoto10,11,
C. Chang24,25, W. Chung28, A.G. Cocco6, A.P. Colijn13, J. Conrad19, N. D’Ambrosio2,
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Looking Back in Time

https://gravity.princeton.edu/events/gravity-initiative-opening-celebration-november-7-8-2019
Robbert Dijkgraaf | Public Lecture - November 7, 2019

https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:18260773$26i
Le Sphere du Monde (1549)

https://gravity.princeton.edu/events/gravity-initiative-opening-celebration-november-7-8-2019
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:18260773$26i
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Neutrino Decoupling
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Distance to Last Scattering Surface for 
Massive Neutrinos

! !
Z t0

ti

dt

a"t#
p0=a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

"p0=a#2 $m2
"

p ; (3)

where the second term in the integrand is the redshifted
velocity p=E, with p0 the current neutrino momentum. The
neutrino temperature today is T" ! 1:95% 10&4 eV, so
there will be a range of p0’s drawn from a Fermi-Dirac
distribution, each of which will be associated with a differ-
ent distance to the LSS. Figure 1 plots this distance as a
function of neutrino mass for two different values of the
present day neutrino momentum.

Since neutrinos with different momenta arrive from
different distances (Ref. [20] also mentioned this feature
of neutrinos and proposed to exploit it to test the
Copernican principle), the last scattering surface of the
CNB is quite broad compared to that of the CMB. To
quantify this, we can define the probability that a neutrino
last scattered a distance ! away from us, or the visibility
function

dP

d!
! dP

dp0

"
d!

dp0

#&1
; (4)

where the equality uses the chain rule; the first differential
probability is given by the massless Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion [21]:

dP

dp0
! 2

3#"3#T3
"

p2
0

ep0=T" $ 1
; (5)

and the second term on the right is obtained by differ-
entiating Eq. (3).
Figure 2 displays the probability that a neutrino with a

given mass arrived from a distance !. Note for all masses
above 10&4 eV, the spread in arrival distances is much
larger than the spread in the CMB last scattering surface.
The width of the CNB and CMB last scattering surfaces
have different origins: the CMB does not have an infinitely
thin last scattering surface because the process of recom-
bination, and therefore decoupling, extends over a finite
time period. The CNB last scattering surface is thick,
reflecting the different velocities of the different momenta
in the Fermi-Dirac distributions.
One might ask about the last scattering surface of heav-

ier particles, such as sterile neutrinos or ordinary cold dark
matter particles. Those that become nonrelativistic before
equality travel a distance of order the comoving horizon at
equality (136Mpc) times the comoving velocity at equality
["p0=m#=aEQ]. A keV sterile neutrino therefore would have
a last scattering surface of order a Mpc away. For particles
more massive than this—e.g., cold dark matter—their LSS
is so close that the distance traveled in a straight line
(before gravity in our halo started moving them around)
was negligible. So in some sense, the question ceases to
make much sense for masses above a keV. Some of these
considerations apply even to light neutrinos in our Galaxy:
to determine what has happened to these neutrinos re-
cently, one must carry out simulations along the lines of
those presented in [22].
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FIG. 1 (color online). The comoving distance traveled by a
massive neutrino since decoupling until today as a function of
mass for two different values of the neutrino momentum.
Neutrinos with smaller momenta are traveling more slowly
and therefore travel a shorter distance. Note that for masses
above 10&4 eV, the neutrino LSS is much closer than that of the
CMB.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The probability that a neutrino with
mass m last scatters at a given comoving distance from us (the
visibility function). Massive neutrinos travel more slowly than
massless neutrinos so arrive here from much closer distances.
Also shown is the last scattering surface of the cosmic micro-
wave background, virtually indistinguishable from that of an
m" ! 10&4 eV neutrino.
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CMB:  LSS ~ 104 Mpc/h, k ~ 5 x 10-3 CNB:  LSS ~ 103 Mpc/h, k ~ 5 x 10-2

Primordial power spectrum coverage:  ~ A
s

(k/k
pivot

)ns-1

neutrino velocity ~ 2% c at peak

Line-of-Sight

Detection (capture) of cold neutrinos:

s(v/c) ~ constant ~ 10-44 cm2

Neutrino pile-up

from non-rel. velocities

(linear) k-mode in gravity potential

CNB angular power spectrum:

k-modes get highly amplified from 

1/v2 term, roughly [(1/0.02)2]2 ~ x107

We can see these 

regions in the optical. 

galactic surveys
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Transport from Filter to Calorimeter
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Einzel Lens Approach
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Circular Geometry
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w/ microcalorimeter at center
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2070-x
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-2070-x

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2070-x
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-2070-x
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MicroCalorimeter R&D

PTOLEMY Collaboration Meeting, LNGS, June 19-21, 2019 – M.Rajteri 3/17

Now: 0.11 eV @ 0.8 eV and 106 mK and 10x10 µm2 

TiAuTi 90nm  [ Ti(45nm) Au(45nm) ]
F 5x reduction requested

'EvT3/2 F

F

οܧிௐுெൎ 2.36 4݇ ܶ
ଶ ܥ
ן

݊
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!" = $ %&'( − %*'+,"* + !&'( + ./&0++

Eugenio Monticone - Workshop on Axion Physics and Experiments 2017 11/37

Coupling:
• alignment through the chip 
• small core fibers

3-axis stage, controlled by DC stepper motor

Eugenio Monticone - Workshop on Axion Physics and Experiments 2017 19/37

ΔΕFWHM= 0.12 eV
@ 1545nmtetf = 147ns

1 mm × 1 mm

C. Portesi et al, IEEE Trans App Supercond, 25, 3, (2015)

DEFWHM = 0.022 eV @ 0.8eV

(t ~137 ns)

PTOLEMY Collaboration Meeting, LNGS, June 19-21, 2019 – M.Rajteri 3/17

Now: 0.11 eV @ 0.8 eV and 106 mK and 10x10 µm2 

TiAuTi 90nm  [ Ti(45nm) Au(45nm) ]
F 5x reduction requested

'EvT3/2 F

F

οܧிௐுெൎ 2.36 4݇ ܶ
ଶ ܥ
ן

݊
2

Design Goal (PTOLEMY): DEFWHM = 0.05 eV @ 10 eV
translates to ∆2 ∝ 24 (4 ≤ 7/9)
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PonTecorvo Observatory for Light, Early-universe, Massive-neutrino Yield
R&D effort hosted at the 

Gran Sasso National 
Laboratory

Experiments under a mountain

Dark matter, Relic neutrino’s and why I believe in the BB

We are here at the 
moment 

Exploring possible future sites that can host telescope operation
with a 10mg tritium target
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Large Scale Structure Signals of
 Neutrino Decay

Yuhsin Tsai
University of Maryland 

with  Zackaria Chacko, Abhish Dev, Peizhi Du, Vivian Poulin
1909.05275,  19XX….

Princeton
09/17/2019

⌫3
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

⌫1
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

supernovae

long-based line experiments

CMB (neutrinos need to free stream)

Existing bounds on neutrino lifetime are very weak 
(for decay into invisible particles)

⌧ > 10�14 sec
<latexit sha1_base64="0FQhjL/1CRWWFTpXGPMpNnkBA2o=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXe6CRbBhQ6T2tqupOjGZQX7gM5YMmnahmYeJBmhDANu/BU3LhRx60+4829MH0IVPXDhcM693HuPF3EmlW1/GpmFxaXllexqbm19Y3PL3N5pyDAWhNZJyEPR8rCknAW0rpjitBUJin2P06Y3vBz7zTsqJAuDGzWKqOvjfsB6jGClpY655ygcw3OI7NvkBBVT5zhxhA8lJWnHzCPLngDaVrliF85KmqAyKpRK8NvKgxlqHfPD6YYk9mmgCMdStpEdKTfBQjHCaZpzYkkjTIa4T9uaBtin0k0mP6TwUCtd2AuFrkDBiTo/kWBfypHv6U4fq4H87Y3Fv7x2rHoVN2FBFCsakOmiXsyhCuE4ENhlghLFR5pgIpi+FZIBFpgoHVtuPoT/SaNgoVPLvi7mqxezOLJgHxyAI4BAGVTBFaiBOiDgHjyCZ/BiPBhPxqvxNm3NGLOZXfADxvsX2iaWZg==</latexit>

⌧ > 8 hrs
<latexit sha1_base64="Pk7wXq9FeKVx+CLRVa+rKcO9tEw=">AAAB/HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v0S7dBIvgQoaZam1XUnTjsoJ9QGcomTTThiaZIckIZai/4saFIm79EHf+jelDqKIHLhzOuZd7OGHCqNKu+2nlVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dPXv/oKXiVGLSxDGLZSdEijAqSFNTzUgnkQTxkJF2OLqe+u17IhWNxZ0eJyTgaCBoRDHSRurZRV+jFF7Cmn+a+ZLDoVSTnl3yHHcG6DrVmlu+qBjiVb1ypQK/rRJYoNGzP/x+jFNOhMYMKdX13EQHGZKaYkYmBT9VJEF4hAaka6hAnKggm4WfwGOj9GEUSzNCw5m6fJEhrtSYh2aTIz1Uv72p+JfXTXVUCzIqklQTgeePopRBHcNpE7BPJcGajQ1BWFKTFeIhkghr01dhuYT/SavseGeOe3teql8t6siDQ3AEToAHqqAObkADNAEGY/AInsGL9WA9Wa/W23w1Zy1uiuAHrPcvoi+UIQ==</latexit>

How stable are SM neutrinos? 

near future data 
(e.g., Euclid, CMB-S4)⇠ 10 billion yrs

<latexit sha1_base64="lPtbuBSYw5h9h6r+d4fwuEndaow=">AAACCnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks30SK4KEOmD2x3RTcuK9hW6Awlk6ZtaDIzJBlhGLp246+4caGIW7/AnX9j+qCo6IELJ+fcS+49fsSZ0gh9WpmV1bX1jexmbmt7Z3cvv3/QVmEsCW2RkIfy1seKchbQlmaa09tIUix8Tjv++HLqd+6oVCwMbnQSUU/gYcAGjGBtpF7+2FVMQAe5RbeYulJAn3FunOnbLSZSTXr5ArIrpUqtXoaOjWaAyEZlVK3Wl0oBLNDs5T/cfkhiQQNNOFaq66BIeymWmhFOJzk3VjTCZIyHtGtogAVVXjo7ZQJPjdKHg1CaCjScqd8nUiyUSoRvOgXWI/Xbm4p/ed1YD2peyoIo1jQg848GMYc6hNNcYJ9JSjRPDMFEMrMrJCMsMdEmvZwJYXn7/6Rdsp2yja4rhcbFIo4sOAIn4Aw44Bw0wBVoghYg4B48gmfwYj1YT9ar9TZvzViLmUPwA9b7F5J2mZQ=</latexit>

Chacko, Dev, Du, Poulin, YT (in preparation)
see also  Serpico (2007)

⌧ > 13 yrs
<latexit sha1_base64="ae4suo8kkPoCc9hNDcDuR6UYlxA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCCwlJa21XUnTjsoJ9QBPKZDpph84kYWYixFD8FTcuFHHrf7jzb5w+hCp64MLhnHu5h+PHjEpl259Gbml5ZXUtv17Y2Nza3jF391oySgQmTRyxSHR8JAmjIWkqqhjpxIIg7jPS9kdXE799R4SkUXir0ph4HA1CGlCMlJZ65oGrUAIvoFN2TzNXcJgKOe6ZRceyp4C2Va3ZpfOKJk7VKVUq8NsqgjkaPfPD7Uc44SRUmCEpu44dKy9DQlHMyLjgJpLECI/QgHQ1DREn0sum6cfwWCt9GERCT6jgVF28yBCXMuW+3uRIDeVvbyL+5XUTFdS8jIZxokiIZ4+ChEEVwUkVsE8FwYqlmiAsqM4K8RAJhJUurLBYwv+kVbKcsmXfnBXrl/M68uAQHIET4IAqqINr0ABNgME9eATP4MV4MJ6MV+Nttpoz5jf74AeM9y8oRZRo</latexit>

existing data

0
<latexit sha1_base64="ZE0M/Y2xoK2LyRoAw3sDWcUQ4Os=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0V9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7OwyMyuEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uMJXCWM/7IEvLK6tr64WN4ubW9s5uaW+/aZJMc2zwRCa6HTKDUihsWGEltlONLA4ltsLR9dRv3aM2IlG3dpxiELOBEpHgzDqp7vVKZb/izUD/JmVYoNYrvXf7Cc9iVJZLZkzH91Ib5ExbwSVOit3MYMr4iA2w46hiMZognx06ocdO6dMo0a6UpTP160TOYmPGceg6Y2aH5qc3FX/zOpmNLoNcqDSzqPh8UZRJahM6/Zr2hUZu5dgRxrVwt1I+ZJpx67Ip/i+E5mnFP6t49fNy9WoRRwEO4QhOwIcLqMIN1KABHBAe4AmeyR15JC/kdd66RBYzB/AN5O0TfiiMuQ==</latexit> X

m⌫ (eV)
<latexit sha1_base64="nOszhk1aOMRITewRtHEBw94zvMQ=">AAACAXicjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARKkhJVNBl0Y3LCrYVmhAm00k7dGYS5iGUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N04fCxUFD1w4nHMv994TZ4wq7XkfTmlufmFxqbxcWVldW99wN7faKjUSkxZOWSpvYqQIo4K0NNWM3GSSIB4z0omHF2O/c0ukoqm41qOMhBz1BU0oRtpKkbsTKMMhj/JAmCI4rOWB5JC0i4PIrfp1bwL4N6mCGZqR+x70Umw4ERozpFTX9zId5khqihkpKoFRJEN4iPqka6lAnKgwn3xQwH2r9GCSSltCw4n6dSJHXKkRj20nR3qgfnpj8Teva3RyFuZUZEYTgaeLEsOgTuE4DtijkmDNRpYgLKm9FeIBkghrG1rlfyG0j+r+cd27Oqk2zmdxlMEu2AM14INT0ACXoAlaAIM78ACewLNz7zw6L87rtLXkzGa2wTc4b5+lq5Zb</latexit>

lif
et
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e 

in
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0.8

<latexit sha1_base64="2AjpLXmKq0Pj2lr8kY0mApFTy5I=">AAAB6nicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnVgDkGvXiMaB6QLGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cfI4qChY0FBUddPdFaZSGPS8D6ewsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcPWibJNONNlshEd0JquBSKN1Gg5J1UcxqHkrfD8dXMb99zbUSi7nCS8iCmQyUiwSha6dZza/1yxXe9OcjfpAJLNPrl994gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm01MsMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qz0+dkhOrDEiUaFsKyVz9OpHT2JhJHNrOmOLI/PRm4m9eN8OoFuRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbzIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQplP6XwitM9c/d72baqV+uYyjCEdwDKfgwwXU4Roa0AQGQ3iAJ3h2pPPovDivi9aCs5w5hG9w3j4BYyeNMw==</latexit>

Planck 2015+BAO 
(+SDSS+KiDS)blue

0.4
<latexit sha1_base64="sfAtKKIswvggNQlnwVcuggh9EzI=">AAAB6nicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnVQDwGvXiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cfI4qChY0FBUddPdFaaCa+N5H05hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8ftHSSKYZNlohEdUKqUXCJTcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpr57XtUmifyzkxSDGI6lDzijBor3XputV+u+K43B/mbVGCJRr/83hskLItRGiao1l3fS02QU2U4Ezgt9TKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuqUnFhlQKJE2ZKGzNWvEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpn95M/M3rZia6CHIu08ygZItFUSaIScjsbzLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMTaf0vxBaZ65/7no31Ur9chlHEY7gGE7BhxrU4Roa0AQGQ3iAJ3h2hPPovDivi9aCs5w5hG9w3j4BXReNLw==</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="v2cfRXTRaAlHJafemB/AwEmnhKE=">AAAB6XicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyqoMegF49RzAOSJcxOepMhszPLzKwQlvyBFw+KePWPvPk3Th4HFQULGoqqbrq7olRwY33/wyssLa+srhXXSxubW9s75d29plGZZthgSijdjqhBwSU2LLcC26lGmkQCW9Hoauq37lEbruSdHacYJnQgecwZtU66DfxeuRJU/RnI36QCC9R75fduX7EsQWmZoMZ0Aj+1YU615UzgpNTNDKaUjegAO45KmqAJ89mlE3LklD6JlXYlLZmpXydymhgzTiLXmVA7ND+9qfib18lsfBHmXKaZRcnmi+JMEKvI9G3S5xqZFWNHKNPc3UrYkGrKrAun9L8QmifV4LTq35xVapeLOIpwAIdwDAGcQw2uoQ4NYBDDAzzBszfyHr0X73XeWvAWM/vwDd7bJ+2BjPQ=</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="0ESgn2y+ygAxjmEXSbthISzwDWk=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0V9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTMzOwyMyuEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+0ySZZthgiUh0O6IGBVfYsNwKbKcaqYwEtqLR9dRv3aM2PFG3dpxiKOlA8Zgzap1UD3qlclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rv9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOKqoRBPms0Mn5NgpfRIn2pWyZKZ+ncipNGYsI9cpqR2an95U/M3rZDa+DHOu0syiYvNFcSaITcj0a9LnGpkVY0co09zdStiQasqsy6b4vxCap5XgrOLXz8vVq0UcBTiEIziBAC6gCjdQgwYwQHiAJ3j27rxH78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0Tf6yMug==</latexit>

103
<latexit sha1_base64="mxlXvaIIdYBv65cH4j22QjEbWl0=">AAAB63icjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lsQY9FLx4r2A9oY9lsJ+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NSduDioIPBh7vzTAzL4gFN9Z1P5zCyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aJso0QxbLBKR7gbUoOAKW5Zbgd1YI5WBwE4wucr9zj1qwyN1a6cx+pKOFA85ozaXPPeuNihXvKo7B/mbVGCJ5qD83h9GLJGoLBPUmJ7nxtZPqbacCZyV+onBmLIJHWEvo4pKNH46v3VGTjJlSMJIZ6UsmatfJ1IqjZnKIOuU1I7NTy8Xf/N6iQ0v/JSrOLGo2GJRmAhiI5I/ToZcI7NimhHKNM9uJWxMNWU2i6f0vxDaZ1WvVnVv6pXG5TKOIhzBMZyCB+fQgGtoQgsYjOEBnuDZkc6j8+K8LloLznLmEL7BefsEFFGNmQ==</latexit>

0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="h1fyO8ckmHu9ZIT9MZ661QpXbM8=">AAAB63icjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i0oMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp7ibsToQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpO1BRcEHA4/3ZpiZFyZSWPS8D6e0srq2vlHerGxt7+zuVfcP2jZODeMtFsvYdENquRSat1Cg5N3EcKpCyTvh5LrwO/fcWBHrO5wmPFB0pEUkGMVC8lzPH1RrvuvNQf4mNViiOai+94cxSxXXyCS1tud7CQYZNSiY5LNKP7U8oWxCR7yXU00Vt0E2v3VGTnJlSKLY5KWRzNWvExlV1k5VmHcqimP70yvE37xeitFlkAmdpMg1WyyKUkkwJsXjZCgMZyinOaHMiPxWwsbUUIZ5PJX/hdA+c/1z17ut1xpXyzjKcATHcAo+XEADbqAJLWAwhgd4gmdHOY/Oi/O6aC05y5lD+Abn7RPGwY1m</latexit>

0.1
<latexit sha1_base64="9/Jef2db8T8UC+ikzuFbrQYeomU=">AAAB6nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hU0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x0/agouCDgcd7M8zMC1PBtfG8D6e0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vVHf3WjrJFMMmS0SiOiHVKLjEpuFGYCdVSONQYDscXxV++x6V5om8M5MUg5gOJY84o8ZKt57r96s13/VmIH+TGizQ6Fffe4OEZTFKwwTVuut7qQlyqgxnAqeVXqYxpWxMh9i1VNIYdZDPTp2SI6sMSJQoW9KQmfp1Iqex1pM4tJ0xNSP90yvE37xuZqKLIOcyzQxKNl8UZYKYhBR/kwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsOpX/hdA6cf1T17s5q9UvF3GU4QAO4Rh8OIc6XEMDmsBgCA/wBM+OcB6dF+d13lpyFjP78A3O2ydYi40s</latexit>

1�
<latexit sha1_base64="A7fb1MCUXf9siycetzkKRQbOIh4=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyqoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMhM7PLzKwQQj7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTlDVoIhLdjtAwwRVrWG4Fa6eaoYwEa0Wju5nfemLa8EQ92nHKQokDxWNO0TqpFXQNH0jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGaSKUsFGtMJ/NSGE9SWU8GmpW5mWIp0hAPWcVShZCaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2KC0pixjFynRDs0y95M/M/rZDa+CSdcpZllii4WxZkgNiGz30mfa0atGDuCVHN3K6FD1EitS6jkQgiWX14lzYtqcFn1H64qtds8jiKcwCmcQwDXUIN7qEMDKIzgGV7hzUu9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AQ1wj2A=</latexit>

2�
<latexit sha1_base64="cS2LdDRvsN1gFSn7a22rMP2tqlU=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWME84BkCb2TSTJkZnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuR2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUEaCtaLx3cxvPTFteKwe7SRhocSh4gNO0TqpVe0aPpTYK5X9ij8HWSVBTsqQo94rfXX7MU0lU5YKNKYT+IkNM9SWU8GmxW5qWIJ0jEPWcVShZCbM5udOyblT+mQQa1fKkrn6eyJDacxERq5Toh2ZZW8m/ud1Uju4CTOuktQyRReLBqkgNiaz30mfa0atmDiCVHN3K6Ej1EitS6joQgiWX14lzWoluKz4D1fl2m0eRwFO4QwuIIBrqME91KEBFMbwDK/w5iXei/fufSxa17x85gT+wPv8AQ76j2E=</latexit>

0.25
<latexit sha1_base64="Q8nFAk6QHNfzTtmhnkdJtGJOSPo=">AAAB63icjVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CklV9Fj04rGC/YA2lM120i7d3YTdjVBC/4IXD4p49Q9589+YtD2oKPhg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vw1laXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2K3v7LROnmmGTxSLWnZAaFFxh03IrsJNopDIU2A7H14XfvkdteKzu7CTBQNKh4hFn1BaS59bO+5Wq73ozkL9JFRZo9CvvvUHMUonKMkGN6fpeYoOMasuZwGm5lxpMKBvTIXZzqqhEE2SzW6fkOFcGJIp1XsqSmfp1IqPSmIkM805J7cj89ArxN6+b2ugyyLhKUouKzRdFqSA2JsXjZMA1MismOaFM8/xWwkZUU2bzeMr/C6FVc/1T17s9q9avFnGU4BCO4AR8uIA63EADmsBgBA/wBM+OdB6dF+d13rrkLGYO4Buct0/P241s</latexit>

0.28
<latexit sha1_base64="H9LOqnmuKF7CoevBt9ec0D4JdkQ=">AAAB63icjVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkV7LHoxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXtQUfDBwOO9GWbmhYngxnreh7Oyura+sVnaKm/v7O7tVw4O2yZONcMWi0WsuyE1KLjCluVWYDfRSGUosBNOrgu/c4/a8Fjd2WmCgaQjxSPOqC0kz63VB5Wq73pzkL9JFZZoDirv/WHMUonKMkGN6fleYoOMasuZwFm5nxpMKJvQEfZyqqhEE2TzW2fkNFeGJIp1XsqSufp1IqPSmKkM805J7dj89ArxN6+X2qgeZFwlqUXFFouiVBAbk+JxMuQamRXTnFCmeX4rYWOqKbN5POX/hdCuuf65691eVBtXyzhKcAwncAY+XEIDbqAJLWAwhgd4gmdHOo/Oi/O6aF1xljNH8A3O2yfUZ41v</latexit>

0.22
<latexit sha1_base64="d7UEZLAlpB9Ta43ZfGsUKVZFkHM=">AAAB63icjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0iqoMeiF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpO1BRcEHA4/3ZpiZFyaCG+t5H05pZXVtfaO8Wdna3tndq+4ftE2caoYtFotYd0NqUHCFLcutwG6ikcpQYCecXBd+5x614bG6s9MEA0lHikecUVtInluvD6o13/XmIH+TGizRHFTf+8OYpRKVZYIa0/O9xAYZ1ZYzgbNKPzWYUDahI+zlVFGJJsjmt87ISa4MSRTrvJQlc/XrREalMVMZ5p2S2rH56RXib14vtdFlkHGVpBYVWyyKUkFsTIrHyZBrZFZMc0KZ5vmthI2ppszm8VT+F0K77vpnrnd7XmtcLeMowxEcwyn4cAENuIEmtIDBGB7gCZ4d6Tw6L87rorXkLGcO4Ruct0/LT41p</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="0ESgn2y+ygAxjmEXSbthISzwDWk=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0V9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTMzOwyMyuEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+0ySZZthgiUh0O6IGBVfYsNwKbKcaqYwEtqLR9dRv3aM2PFG3dpxiKOlA8Zgzap1UD3qlclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rv9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOKqoRBPms0Mn5NgpfRIn2pWyZKZ+ncipNGYsI9cpqR2an95U/M3rZDa+DHOu0syiYvNFcSaITcj0a9LnGpkVY0co09zdStiQasqsy6b4vxCap5XgrOLXz8vVq0UcBTiEIziBAC6gCjdQgwYwQHiAJ3j27rxH78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0Tf6yMug==</latexit>

0.4
<latexit sha1_base64="sfAtKKIswvggNQlnwVcuggh9EzI=">AAAB6nicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgadnVQDwGvXiMaB6QLGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cfI4qChY0FBUddPdFaaCa+N5H05hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8ftHSSKYZNlohEdUKqUXCJTcONwE6qkMahwHY4vpr57XtUmifyzkxSDGI6lDzijBor3XputV+u+K43B/mbVGCJRr/83hskLItRGiao1l3fS02QU2U4Ezgt9TKNKWVjOsSupZLGqIN8fuqUnFhlQKJE2ZKGzNWvEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnpn95M/M3rZia6CHIu08ygZItFUSaIScjsbzLgCpkRE0soU9zeStiIKsqMTaf0vxBaZ65/7no31Ur9chlHEY7gGE7BhxrU4Roa0AQGQ3iAJ3h2hPPovDivi9aCs5w5hG9w3j4BXReNLw==</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="9hXpgWP/d8tklWUdiMh8PKRcwps=">AAAB5HicjVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+olcvg0HwFHZV0GPQi8cI5gHJEmYnvcmY2ZllZlYIS77AiwfFq9/kzb9x8jioKFjQUFR1090VZ4IbGwQfXmlldW19o7zpb23v7O5V/P2WUblm2GRKKN2JqUHBJTYttwI7mUaaxgLb8fh65rcfUBuu5J2dZBildCh5whm1Tro971eqYS2Yg/xNqrBEo1957w0Uy1OUlglqTDcMMhsVVFvOBE79Xm4wo2xMh9h1VNIUTVTMD52SY6cMSKK0K2nJXP06UdDUmEkau86U2pH56c3E37xubpPLqOAyyy1KtliU5IJYRWZfkwHXyKyYOEKZ5u5WwkZUU2ZdNv7/Qmid1sKzWlCtXy3DKMMhHMEJhHABdbiBBjSBAcIjPMOLd+89ea+LxpK3nDiAb/DePgEZzouT</latexit>

X
m⌫ (eV)

<latexit sha1_base64="nOszhk1aOMRITewRtHEBw94zvMQ=">AAACAXicjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqBvBzWARKkhJVNBl0Y3LCrYVmhAm00k7dGYS5iGUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N04fCxUFD1w4nHMv994TZ4wq7XkfTmlufmFxqbxcWVldW99wN7faKjUSkxZOWSpvYqQIo4K0NNWM3GSSIB4z0omHF2O/c0ukoqm41qOMhBz1BU0oRtpKkbsTKMMhj/JAmCI4rOWB5JC0i4PIrfp1bwL4N6mCGZqR+x70Umw4ERozpFTX9zId5khqihkpKoFRJEN4iPqka6lAnKgwn3xQwH2r9GCSSltCw4n6dSJHXKkRj20nR3qgfnpj8Teva3RyFuZUZEYTgaeLEsOgTuE4DtijkmDNRpYgLKm9FeIBkghrG1rlfyG0j+r+cd27Oqk2zmdxlMEu2AM14INT0ACXoAlaAIM78ACewLNz7zw6L87rtLXkzGa2wTc4b5+lq5Zb</latexit>

future (Euclid, CMB-S4)

Measure neutrino mass & lifetime

Chacko, Dev, Du, Poulin, YT (in preparation, preliminary)

Something not expected??

à CNB Direct Detection 
would need to resolve this


